ARAKURA SCHOOL EXPECTATIONS MATRIX

PB4L-SW
ALL SETTINGS
Following instructions
Acting in a way that ensures
you and others are safe

MAKE
POSITIVE
CHOICES

CLASSROOMS

LIBRARY

Entering and exiting the
classroom in an orderly
fashion

Selecting an interesting
book

Participate by singing,
clapping, in games

Staying in the school
grounds

Finding a quiet place to
read

Paying attention in
Assembly

Telling an adult about
anything that is not safe

Sitting somewhere
sensible

Being responsible for
where and who you sit
next to

Following the rules in
games

Being on time

Lining up outside the
class quietly

Being the best version of
yourself you can be

Taking ownership for
your learning

Worrying about yourself

Working together

ASSEMBLY

PLAYGROUND

TOILETS
Letting an adult know
about something that
does not look right
Returning to class quickly
Using the toilet at
appropriate times (break
times)

OFFICE
Using the office only
when you need it
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GATE
Walking down the path
Always using the crossing

Communicating with
office staff in a kind
manner

Watching for vehicles

Entering and leaving the
office area carefully at
busy times

AT SPORTS
Staying within the
boundaries outlined by
the teachers

Engaging and
participating with the
activities on the trip

Letting the adults in
charge know where you
are going

Staying with the class /
group and staying within
the boundaries outlined
by the teachers

Looking after your
belongings

Always taking a buddy
with you to the office

Being a role model for others.

ON A TRIP

Letting the adults in
charge know where you
are going
Looking after your
belongings

Using your words to express
how you are feeling
Solving a conflict on your own

Using polite and appropriate
language

Taking care of furniture,
equipment and books

Using manners at all times

Listening to who is
speaking

Being considerate of other
people and their property

ACT WITH
RESPECT

Putting rubbish in the bin

Flushing toilet after use

Sitting still and quietly

Turning off the taps

Letting others read

Waiting for your teacher
at the end of Assembly

Treating equipment with
care and using it for what
it is made for

Using your assigned toilet
Being polite and
appropriate in the toilets

Leaving the library tidy
for others

Waiting patiently until
office staff are ready to
help

Listening to and following
the instructions of Road
Patrollers

Keeping your hands to
yourself (pigeon holes,
food on table)

Getting off your wheels at
the crossing

Walking in the office

Walking your wheels up to
the storage racks.

Picking up rubbish even if it is
not yours

Always giving your best effort

Taking part in learning

Being ready for learning

Completing tasks to the
best of your ability
Entering the class with a
smile

Keeping on looking
until you find the book
you need or want
Keeping on trying when
you’re stuck on a word

Being proud to present
your work
Focussing during
Assembly for the whole
time

Being active
Trying new things with
new people

Appreciating uniqueness in
others
Caring for each other
Helping others
Standing up for others

Following the rules and
instructions

Treating the area you are
at with care

Showing respect to the
driver

Showing respect to the
driver

Treat the area you are at
with care

Being courteous to
members of the public

Showing respect to the
Referee

Treating guides / leaders /
helpers with respect

Washing your hands with
soap and water

Explaining what you need
or want clearly

Greeting others and
responding in kindness

Making the most of
everything.

Making the most of the
trip

Drying your hands

Using your own voice and
talking for yourself

Entering school with a
smile

Playing by the rules

Enjoying the opportunity
on offer

Persevering to the end of
the game

Volunteering your time for
others

Considering the feelings of
others before you speak or
act

ALWAYS
SHOW
EMPATHY

Listening to the speaker

Using a quiet voice

Holding doors open for others

Having a positive attitude
towards learning

NEVER GIVE
UP
ATTITUDE

Taking care of
furniture, equipment
and books

Always being a good sport

Letting others learn

Helping others to find a
book they might like

Supporting the ideas of
others

Reading with a buddy

Being a learning buddy
for others

Leaving the library tidy
for others

Supporting others’
achievements

Including others using the
Buddy Bench

Leaving the toilet tidy for
others

Being aware of others
(including sick children)

Being considerate of
others games and playing
space

Allowing privacy for
others

Entering and leaving the
office quietly

Sharing space and
equipment

Cleaning after yourself
(accidents)
Getting an adult if
someone needs help

Helping others to wait
and cross the road

Encouraging your
teammates
Helping others up if they
lose their feet.
Always shaking hands at
the end of the game, even
if you have lost.

Being aware of your
group and support those
that need it.

